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The Neckar Valley and the Swabian Jura in southwest Germany comprise a

hotspot for severe convective storms, causing tens of millions of euros in

damage each year. Possible reasons for the high frequency of thunderstorms

and the associated event chain across compartments were investigated in detail

during the hydro-meteorological field campaign Swabian MOSES carried out

between May and September 2021. Researchers from various disciplines

established more than 25 temporary ground-based stations equipped with

state-of-the-art in situ and remote sensing observation systems, such as lidars,

dual-polarization X- and C-band Doppler weather radars, radiosondes

including stratospheric balloons, an aerosol cloud chamber, masts to

measure vertical fluxes, autosamplers for water probes in rivers, and

networks of disdrometers, soil moisture, and hail sensors. These fixed-site

observations were supplemented by mobile observation systems, such as a

research aircraft with scanning Doppler lidar, a cosmic ray neutron sensing

rover, and a storm chasing team launching swarmsondes in the vicinity of
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hailstorms. Seven Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs) were conducted on a

total of 21 operating days. An exceptionally high number of convective events,

including both unorganized and organized thunderstorms such as multicells or

supercells, occurred during the study period. This paper gives an overview of

the Swabian MOSES (Modular Observation Solutions for Earth Systems) field

campaign, briefly describes the observation strategy, and presents

observational highlights for two IOPs.

KEYWORDS

field campaign, convective storms, supercell, soil moisture, aerosols, sediment
transport, hail

1 Introduction

Convective storms and associated phenomena such as wind

gusts, heavy rain, or hail are localized yet destructive weather

systems that can cause significant damage to buildings, vehicles,

infrastructure, and agriculture. According to MunichRe (2018),

convective storms have accounted for about one-third of all

natural hazard losses in Central Europe over the past

two decades. In addition, related losses show the largest

increase of all weather-related perils (Hoeppe, 2016; Púčik

et al., 2019), apparently in response to climate warming

(Rädler et al., 2018; Taszarek et al., 2018; Raupach et al., 2021).

Heat waves, on the other hand, defined as periods of

consecutive days with high temperatures, can affect entire

continents. They represent the direct effect of climate change

and have increased in frequency and intensity over recent

decades (Lhotka et al., 2018; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021).

Of all weather extremes, intense heat waves, such as those

that occurred in Europe in 2003, 2018, and 2019, cause by far

the highest excess human mortality (e.g., WMO, 2014; Watts

et al., 2021). Associated droughts substantially impact food and

energy production, ecosystems such as forests (Senf et al., 2020;

Salomón et al., 2022), or supply chains as they can lead to

material shortages or logistical breakdowns (Ghadge et al., 2020).

Although these two types of extremes are triggered and occur

at very different temporal and spatial scales, they share also

common features: They are often associated with similar

synoptic-scale weather patterns, such as atmospheric blocking

(García-Herrera et al., 2010; Mohr et al., 2019); convective storms

that terminate heat waves are often severe (e.g., Kunz et al., 2018);

they represent the perils with the most adverse effects in southern

Germany; and, as alluded to previously, they have already

increased in frequency and intensity.

Both extremes and the associated event chains from

triggering to amplification to impact were the focus of the

Swabian MOSES field campaign, carried out from May to

September 2021 in the Neckar Valley and the Swabian Jura in

southwestern Germany. However, as the summer of 2021 proved

to be colder and wetter than those in recent years, with no heat

wave or drought, the focus of the campaign had to be shifted to

convective storms only.

The event chain related to thunderstorms consists of various

interrelated processes across compartments, i.e., atmosphere—

biosphere—lithosphere—hydrosphere—anthroposphere, evolving

a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. The general setting

for convection-favoring conditions is provided by flow patterns

on the synoptic scale ( ~1,000 km; Kottmeier et al., 2008; Piper

et al., 2019; Mohr et al., 2019). Associated atmospheric

conditions such as unstable stratification, sufficient moisture

at lower levels, and a proper initial lifting mechanism for

triggering convection, all of them necessary but not sufficient

ingredients for deep moist convection (e.g., Doswell, 1987; Johns

and Doswell, 1992), are predominantely controlled by processes

on the meso-β scale (20–200 km; Orlanski, 1975). This scale also

controls the vertical wind shear, which is crucial for the

organization of the storms, and the intra-cloud dynamics

(Markowski and Richardson, 2010; Kunz et al., 2020) Aerosol

particles, such as organic compounds or mineral dust, alter the

radiative budget and thus thermal stability mainly on the meso-γ

scale (2–20 km; e.g., Tao et al., 2012; Braga et al., 2017; Schneider

et al., 2019). Aerosols acting as cloud condensation or ice-

nucleating particles (CCN, INP), respectively, control the size

distributions of cloud droplets and ice particles and, thus,

precipitation formation processes on the microscale (e.g.,

Lohmann et al., 2016; Dennis and Kumjian, 2017; Wellmann

et al., 2020). Very strong updrafts in the clouds are capable of

penetrating the tropopause and can transport and deposit water

vapor into the lower stratosphere (e.g., Solomon et al., 2010;

Smith et al., 2017; Khordakova et al., 2022). In addition, intense

and broad updrafts can produce hailstones with diameters of

several centimeters, which can cause significant damage to

infrastructure, buildings, and plants (e.g., Kunz et al., 2018;

Púčik et al., 2019; Wilhelm et al., 2021). Depending on the

local topography, vegetation, or soil type, heavy rain affects

surface runoff and erosion in the upper soil layers in dependence

to soil moisture (e.g., Holz et al., 2015). Heavy rainmay cause creeks

or rivers to swell within several minutes, occasionally provoking

flash floods (e.g., Hübl, 2017). Resulting increased surface runoff can

cause serious water quality impairments through input of

contaminants into streams, for example, from agricultural or

urban land use (Tang et al., 2013; Brudler et al., 2019; Neale

et al., 2020; Spahr et al., 2020; Pamuru et al., 2022).
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Despite the high societal relevance, detailed knowledge of

how convective storms are triggered and amplified and how the

associated phenomena propagate through the compartments is

still limited. One of the reasons for this deficit are limitations in

observational capacity, as they usually do not fully cover or

resolve all relevant processes and their interactions over a wide

enough range of scales (Wieser et al., 2022). This also hinders

sufficient representation of the processes in numerical models,

such as numerical weather prediction (NWP) or runoff models.

The overarching goal of Swabian MOSES 2021 was therefore

to observe and scrutinize the processes involved in the entire

hydro-meteorological event chain described above. For this

purpose, researchers from various disciplines were involved in

Swabian MOSES, such as meteorologists, hydrologists, chemists,

physicists, or soil scientists, among others. A broad range of state-

of-the-art in situ and remote sensing observation systems were

installed at 27 fixed ground-based stations, supplemented by

mobile observation teams (e.g., aircraft observations, storm

chaser).

Besides the comprehensive event chain investigation, the

objectives of Swabian MOSES are: 1) To explore causes of the

frequent occurrence and usually poor predictability of severe

thunderstorms in the study area; 2) to investigate reasons for the

inhomogeneity of precipitation and soil moisture distribution,

and their relation to local flooding; 3) to quantify the exchange of

trace gases between troposphere and stratosphere during deep

moist convection; 4) to gain a better understanding of the

formation and evolution of hail, including the influence of

INPs; and 5) to quantify the input of pollutants to streams

during heavy rain events.

This paper describes the campaign’s design and presents

some first results. Section 2 provides an overview of the field

campaign as well as the concept and observation strategy, and

briefly introduces the measuring instruments. While Section 3

reports on the campaign procedure and the Intensive

Observation Periods (IOPs), Section 4 presents some

highlights of two IOPs, during which the most damaging

thunderstorms occurred. The last Section 5 draws some

conclusions and gives an outlook on the next Swabian

MOSES campaign planned for summer 2023.

2 Background and concept of field
experiment

2.1 MOSES background

To investigate entire event chains from the formation and

evolution of weather extremes to their environmental and

societal impacts, the new observing system MOSES (Modular

Observation Solutions for Earth Systems) has been developed.

MOSES is financed by the Helmholtz Association of German

Research Centers; its component measuring systems are

managed by the participating research centers. By quantifying

energy, water, nutrient and greenhouse gas states and fluxes

during high-impact weather events, such as heat waves, droughts,

or hydro-meteorological extremes, and subsequently along the

related event chains, it is aimed to gain a better understanding of

such extremes that are expected to increase in frequency and

intensity in a changing climate. To obtain comprehensive data

sets that enable to scrutinize relevant processes on a broad range

of scales, a cross-compartment approach is followed, covering

atmosphere, land surface and hydrosphere. During the

implementation period 2017–2021, a series of test campaigns

were carried out that provided a proof of concept (Weber et al.,

2022). The Swabian MOSES 2021 campaign introduced in this

paper was the final and most comprehensive of these campaigns.

2.2 Swabian MOSES concept

The design of Swabian MOSES builds upon the experience

gained from previous event-driven interdisciplinary

measurement campaigns, such as MOSES Müglitz in 2019

(Wieser et al., 2022). The campaign adapted the flexible

observation and operation concepts developed for convective

events and combined them with those for investigation emerging

heatwaves and droughts that amplify over days to weeks (but

which did not occur in 2021). Coordinated by the Karlsruhe

Institute of Technology (KIT), Swabian MOSES was conducted

by five Helmholtz Research Centers, three universities, and the

German Weather Service (DWD). To observe as many of the

desired weather extremes as possible, the campaign was

conducted in one of the hotspots of thunderstorm and

hailstorm occurrence in Germany.

Based on analyses of radar, lightning, and insurance loss data,

several studies (Kunz and Puskeiler, 2010; Puskeiler et al., 2016;

Enno et al., 2020; Fluck et al., 2021) found evidence that (severe)

thunderstorms in southwestern Germany preferably form east of

the Black Forest ridge and around or over the Swabian Jura.

(Kunz and Puskeiler, 2010) hypothesized that low-level flow

convergence as a consequence of a predominant flow-around

regime around the Black Forest is paramount to the increased

frequency of convective storms in this area. Low-level flow

convergence in that region was also observed in semi-idealized

simulations based on COSMO (Consortium for Small-scale

Modeling) model simulations by Köbele (2014).

With the highly industrialized Neckar Valley and the open

landscape of the Swabian Jura, the study area represents a unique

landscape and settlement area. It is characterized by a large

altitudinal gradient, large variation in soil types, vegetation and

land use over short distances, and rather small river catchments

that are prone to local flooding. To observe a wide range of

processes related to convective storms and to sample the relevant

parameters with the resolution necessary to conduct subsequent

model and evaluation studies as well as to allow for data
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assimilation into NWPmodels, a cross-scale observation concept

was established for Swabian MOSES ranging from the meso-β

scale down to the micro scale.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the study area, measurement

sites and river catchments of Swabian MOSES. The main

observation site was located in a wheat field in the plain of

the Neckar Valley (338 m above mean sea level, amsl), close to

the city of Rottenburg, where according to the semi-idealized

model simulations by Köbele (2014) severe thunderstorms are

frequently triggered by near-surface flow convergence. The site

delivered high resolution in situ and remote sensing observations

by the integrated atmospheric observation system KITcube

(Kalthoff et al., 2013), including an energy balance and

radiosonde station, Doppler-lidar, microwave radiometer, sun

photometer, dual-frequency FMCW dual-pol cloud radar, and

cloud cameras as well as soil moisture, CCN and INP

observations (Section 2.3; Supplementary Table S1). The

KITcube X-band radar was set up about 30 km to the

northeast in Nürtingen at the Hochen vantage point (370 m

amsl), from where most of the study area could be covered. Two

research aircraft operated from Baden Airport (FKB) during two

IOPs in last 2 weeks in June. This period was pre-selected based

on the climatology of thunderstorm frequency in the study area.

With the goal to verify (or falsify) the hypothesis of Kunz and

Puskeiler (2010) of a predominant flow-around regime and

resulting flow convergence zones downstream of Black Forest

being responsible for the thunderstorm hotspot in the study area,

a Doppler lidar network was set up and distributed within an area

of approximately 100 km × 70 km (north-south/east-west) over

seven dependance stations going clockwise from Friolzheim

(445 m amsl) in the northwest over Hohenheim (388 m amsl),

Owen (Teck; 457 m amsl), Ringingen (775 m amsl), Haigerloch

(489 m amsl), Sulz (Neckar; 453 m amsl), and Donaueschingen

(676 m amsl) in the south. These dependances were additionally

instrumented with a meteorological station including a sonic

anemometer, and were part of the 19-station Parsivel (PARticle

SIze and VElocity) laser-optical disdrometer network, which was

designed to allow optimum calibration of the X-band radar

derived precipitation intensities. At eight of the latter sites

spanned up a hail sensor network. The Haigerloch site,

located approximately 18 km southwest of Rottenburg, was

additionally equipped with a MoLEAF (Mobile Land-

Ecosystem-Atmosphere Flux) system, and Ringingen with an

eddy covariance station to establish a cross-sectional flux

network from the Neckar wettlands (KITcube) over mid-

altitude loam soils to the karst on Swabian Jura.

Because soil moisture is an important state variable that

determines land-atmosphere coupling (Alessi et al., 2022) as well

as soil processes (Vogel et al., 2018), various systems were

operated for mapping and monitoring soil moisture states

during Swabian MOSES. Continuous temporal measurements

of soil moisture dynamics in different depths were recorded by an

in situ wireless sensor network based on Frequency Domain

Reflectometry sensors (Schrön et al., 2018a; Lausch et al., 2018).

Spatial patterns of field-scale soil moisture of the root zone were

captured by occasional measurements with a mobile cosmic ray

neutron sensor (CRNS Schrön et al., 2018b). In addition, surface

soil moisture at the regional scale was mapped by three

overflights using a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) from the

German Aerospace Center (DLR).

For hydrological investigations, two tributaries of the Neckar

River, namely the Ammer River (22 km) and the Steinlach River

(25 km), were selected (Figure 1B). The Ammer catchment

(134 km2) is located north of Rottenburg with mostly

agricultural land use, and headwaters located near the town of

Herrenberg (Schwientek et al., 2013b). The Steinlach catchment

(138 km2) south of Rottenburg is characterized by agriculture

and forest.

2.3 Methods and instruments

Most of the instruments installed in the study area measured

continuously during the entire campaign (Extended Observation

Period, EOP). Only mobile observations and in situ vertical

profile measurements with radiosondes were limited to IOP

days (see also the description of observational modes and

procedures in Section 3). The following sections, separated

according to the compartment, briefly introduce the

instruments for which some selected highlights are presented

in Section 4. A special focus is put on new instruments or

methods, such as the airborne Doppler lidar (ADL)

observations (Section 2.3.1.5), infrasound sensor (Section

2.3.1.6), swarmsondes (Section 2.3.1.7), or mobile aerosol

observations (Section 2.3.1.8). A full list of instruments

deployed at the various observation sites, including their main

features and properties, is provided in the Supplementary

Table S1.

2.3.1 Atmosphere
With the main objective of better understanding convection

initiation and subsequent amplification to deep moist

convection, most of the instruments installed during Swabian

MOSES were designed and deployed to observe relevant

processes in the atmosphere.

2.3.1.1 Radiosounding

Standard radiosoundings were launched by KIT at the main

site Rottenburg and at KIT Campus North, located about 12 km

north of Karlsruhe (Figure 1), from 02:00 UTC onwards every

3 or 1.5 h, respectively, depending on the actual convective

situation (release times are shown in Figure 2). At the site of

Stuttgart-Schnarrenberg (WMO code 10739), located 45 km

northwest of Rottenburg, DWD conducted in addition to the

operational synoptic upper-air observations (00, 06, 12 UTC)

further soundings on IOP days at specially agreed times (09, 15,
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18, 21 UTC). At Rottenburg and Karlsruhe, DFM-09 sondes

from Graw Radiosondes (www.graw.de/products/radiosondes/

dfm-09/) were used, while DWD used Vaisala RS41-SGP

sondes (Vaisala, 2020). The sondes measure vertical profiles of

temperature, pressure, humidity and winds up to 20–30 km. Both

sonde types provide high quality measurements (Jing et al., 2021)

and comply with to the Global Climate Observing System

(GCOS) Reference Upper-Air Network (GRUAN) standards.

At the DWD station, an automatic launcher Autosonde type

AS15 from Vaisala has been used since 2012.

2.3.1.2 Stratospheric balloon sounding

The impact of convective storms on the trace gas distribution

of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) was

investigated with the help of special stratospheric balloon

instrumentation. We used two different payloads on larger

weather balloons (1,500 g) launched at the main site

Rottenburg directly before and/or after a thunderstorm

passing by (similar to the approach in Khordakova et al.,

2022). The difference of both profiles reveals the impact of

the thunderstorm on the measured trace gases, such as water

vapor, ozone, methane, carbon dioxide, and halocarbons.

The first payload consisted of a standard radiosonde (Vaisala

RS41-SGP; same type as above), a cryogenic frostpoint

hygrometer (CFH; Vömel et al., 2007; Vömel et al., 2016) to

measure most accurately the small water vapor concentration in

the UTLS, and an electrochemical concentration cell ozone

instrument (Smit et al., 2007). The second payload consisted

of an AirCore sampler, which collects air masses within a long

lightweight coiled piece of stainless-steel tubing (≈100 m) during

the descent phase from the stratosphere (≈35 km) down to the

surface. The collected air was later analyzed in a laboratory with a

cavity ring-down spectrometer for its methane, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide content (Engel et al., 2017)

and with a gas chromatographic high-sensitivity mass

spectrometer system for the range of halogenated trace gases

(Laube et al., 2020).

2.3.1.3 Rainradar

The KITcube X-band radar (dual-pol, Dopplerized) installed

at Nürtingen (Figure 1) measured with a radial resolution of

500 m up to a horizontal range of 100 km. Azimuthal resolution

was 1°, and 11 elevation angles were deployed from 0.7 to 40°.

Quality control consists of removal of clutter and insect

echoes with a fuzzy logic approach (Krause, 2016). Scatter

classification is based on reflectivity, differential reflectivity,

copolar correlation coefficient as well as the textures of

differential reflectivity, differential phase and copolar

correlation coefficient. The probability is empirically

determined that a certain measurement belongs to a

measurement of rain, ground clutter or insect echoes.

Apparently occurring spike signals (dashed reflectivity

patterns along the azimuthal direction) are identified by high

values of differential phase and a signal quality index below 0.3.

Signals from non-meteorological scatterer are replaced by

interpolated values from meteorological measurements in the

vicinity. Attenuation caused by rain is corrected by the so-called

ZPHI algorithm described in Testud et al., (2000). Finally, a

single calibration of the radar is performed based on rain gauge

measurements from DWD. Attenuation by hydrometeors

adhering to the radome is taken into account by determining

a linear fit with the rain intensity determined by two Parsivel

distrometers collocated with the radar.

The X-band radar was deployed to obtain a high spatial

resolution of the observations in the study area. For some

purposes, however, an overview of the precipitation patterns

over larger areas is necessary. To this end, data from the KIT

C-band radar, mounted on a roof at KIT Campus North, and

from the DWD radars at Feldberg and Türkheim were used. Data

from the DWD radars are quality-controlled with DWDs own

quality assurance routine (POLARA, polarimetric radar

algorithms).

2.3.1.4 Land-atmosphere feedback observatory

The LAFO1 [Land-Atmosphere Feedback Observatory; Späth

et al., 2022], located at the University of Hohenheim at the

northern border of the study area (Figure 1), is equipped to

investigate interactions and vertical exchanges between the

compartments atmosphere and land-surface, including

vegetation and soil. Two Doppler lidars [Streamline XR from

Halo Photonics; Pearson et al., 2009] and one Doppler cloud

radar from Metek GmbH (Görsdorf et al., 2015) operated during

the entire EOP. One lidar and the radar were put in vertical

steering mode to measure vertical wind speed. The second lidar

operated in 6-beam velocity azimuth display (VAD) mode with

5 azimuth directions under 45° elevation angle, and one vertical

beam to determine vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed and

direction as well as to quantify further variables, such as turbulent

kinetic energy and momentum fluxes (Bonin et al., 2017).

Doppler lidars provide wind data in clear air, but require

scattering particles (aerosols), limiting the observation range

mainly to the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and to thin

clouds. Wind observations within deeper clouds are obtained

from the Doppler cloud radar. During all IOPs, the ARTHUS

(Atmospheric Raman Temperatur and HUmidity Sounder;

Lange et al., 2019) system was additionally operated,

providing vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor

mixing ratio with turbulence resolution. This allows to

investigate fluctuations and higher-order moments of these

variables (Behrendt et al., 2015; Lenschow et al., 2000;

Wulfmeyer et al., 2016) as well as, in combination with wind

profiles, to quantify sensible and latent heat fluxes in the ABL

1 https://lafo.uni-hohenheim.de/en/1670.
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(Behrendt et al., 2020). At the land-surface, two eddy-covariance

stations provided sensible and latent heat fluxes and other

meteorological variables. In the LAFO study area, a water and

temperature sensor network was installed to capture soil

moisture content and temperature in 40 cm depth as well as

surface precipitation.

2.3.1.5 Targeted airborne Doppler lidar measurements

During a two-week period in the second half of June, two

research aircraft were deployed by KIT: the Dornier 128-6

(Do128) and the Cessna F406. Both aircraft, operated by TU

Braunschweig, were outfitted with 100 Hz turbulence probing

equipment (Corsmeier et al., 2001). As a highlight, the

Do128 was additionally equipped with an airborne Doppler

lidar (ADL) developed by KIT (Gasch, 2021). The ADL was

used to provide spatially resolved flow observations prior to

convection development as well in the vicinity of convective cells.

Due to the combination of slow operation speed of the Do128

(60 m s−1), fast data acquisition of the lidar (10 Hz), and a fast

scanner (30 deg s−1 azimuthal scan rate), ADL observations of

mesoscale flow are available at an unprecedented resolution of

less than 1 km. So far, comparable ADL observations have been

conducted only in the vicinity of tropical convective systems, but

using high and fast flying aircraft (Pu et al., 2010; Turk et al.,

2020; Cui et al., 2020). These provide a much coarser spatial

resolution [O (10) km] and less operation flexibility, limiting

their use for flow investigations in the PBL. To our knowledge,

there are only two studies in which an ADL was operated from

low and slow flying aircraft to observe flow phenomena in the

PBL, but not convective systems (De Wekker et al., 2012;

Schroeder et al., 2020). Detailed information about the ADL

observations during Swabian MOSES will be presented in

separate publications.

Aircraft-based observations of convective systems are

challenging because the prediction of the spatio-temporal

occurrence of convection involves large uncertainties that

must be accounted for in flight planning and safety. The

situation is additionally complicated by high air-traffic density

and airspace regulations in Germany. Both aircraft were operated

under visual flight rules in uncontrolled airspace category E

below 3 km (10 000 ft), for which the ADL was certified. Due

to this operation, cloud penetration was forbidden and a

minimum distance (300 m vertically, 1.5 km horizontally) to

clouds was required. Additionally, flexible flights above the

main site Rottenburg were impossible due to the controlled

airspace category C of the Stuttgart airport.

During the two-week period, the crews of both aircraft were

on standby and ready to deploy within 48 h if an IOP were

planned. Aligned with the IOP decisions, the selection of a pre-

defined flight pattern was announced 24 h in advance. Two flight

slots per day were possible. A total of ten flights were conducted

on 4 days, each lasting more than 2.5 h. Seven flights were

performed by the Do128, while the F406 flew in parallel on

three of the flights. One flight slot was intended for

measurements approximately 3–6 h prior to the onset of

expected convective activity. A second slot aimed to observe

the flow during convective initiation.

2.3.1.6 Infrasound observations

Several studies have shown that thunderstorms can emit not

only audible, but also infrasound waves. Different generation

mechanisms have been proposed to contribute to the observed

infrasound emissions (Bedard, 2005; Schecter, 2012; White et al.,

2022; Coffer and Parker, 2022). Using a mobile infrasound

detector (White et al., 2022), identified pronounced

infrasound emissions peaking at 12 Hz from a tornado-

generating cloud, while their observation of a large hailstorm

did not produce a signal at this frequency. The hailstorm

infrasound spectrum, however, also showed some elevated

signal levels at lower (3–8 Hz) and higher (40–50 Hz)

frequencies (Figure 13 in White et al., 2022).

To systematically investigate how convective storms of

different organizational forms and associated severe weather

events emit infrasound waves, an infrasound sensor was

installed and operated in a garage located in a quiet

residential area of Rottenburg, about 1 km to the southwest of

the KITcube main site. The concrete structure forming the garage

has ventilation slots on the front and backside, so pressure

variations from outside are forwarded to the inside.

The campaign sensor uses differential pressure sensors for

infrasound detection, as suggested by Grangeon and Lesage

(2019). The infrasound signal is derived from the measured

pressure difference between a thermally insulated 5 L

reference volume and the ambient air. A low-pass filtering is

applied on the raw signal in order to suppress aliasing artefacts.

The unit achieved an excellent level of data availability, as it

operated throughout the EOP without any instrumental failures

or downtimes.

2.3.1.7 Storm chasing using swarmsondes

To measure in situ vertical profiles of temperature, humidity

and wind at high temporal resolution in the vicinity of

thunderstorms, a mobile storm chasing team operated the

newly developed windsondes/swarmsondes from Sparv. The

system with small (yoghurt cup size) and lightweight (12 g)

sondes can track up to 17 devices per radio frequency,

allowing the user to launch a swarm of sondes in close

proximity. The sondes ascend to a specified height, where

they can be cut-off from the balloon by heating a hot wire,

subsequently following pseudo-Lagrangian trajectories

(Markowski et al., 2018). Based on the last or current position

of the transmitted GPS fix, the sondes laying on the ground can

be retrieved and subsequently reused. The objective of the

swarmsondes’ deployment was to gather experience of the

storm chaser team with respect to logistics, time criticality,

and handling of the system for a subsequent field campaign
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focusing on hailstone growth. The team was in operation five

times, launching a total of 29 swarmsondes.

The decisions on potentially chased cells were made by visual

inspection of the temporal evolution of the radar echo-top height

in combination with lightning detections from the EUCLID

network. All selected cells could actually be reached in the

right place at the right time. However, directly in the heavy

rain area, the sonde or GPS signals were attenuated too much, so

that the position could not be tracked. In addition, raindrops

adhering to the balloon sometimes prevented the sondes from

ascending. Therefore, we decided to launch swarmsondes only in

the vicinity of thunderstorms to study how environmental

conditions are modified by convection.

2.3.1.8 Aerosol observations

The spatial distribution, ice nucleation activity, number

concentration and size distribution of aerosol particles as well

as their correlation with temperature, humidity, soil moisture,

and other meteorological parameters were investigated and

characterized by different instruments: a scanning aerosol

lidar (Raymetrics Inc. LR111-ESS-D200), a Portable Ice

Nucleation Experiment (PINE; Möhler et al., 2021), and

ground level aerosol sensors. The scanning lidar did zenith

scanning measurement from elevation angles of 90 to 5° with

steps of 5° in two directions, and with a temporal resolution of

around 15 (30) minutes during the IOPs (EOP). This setup

provided an excellent coverage of aerosol particle movements in

space and time at the main site Rottenburg. PINE measured ice

nucleation activity of the aerosol particles at a temperature of

about 251 K with a temporal resolution of 6 min. The mobile

ground level aerosol sensors, based on filter technology, were

used in conjunction with the mobile storm chasing team (see

above).

2.3.1.9 Hail sens network

Eight stations of the Parsivel disdrometer network, which are

most frequently affected by hail according to long-term radar

data analyses (Puskeiler et al., 2016; Fluck et al., 2021), were

additionally equipped with the automatic hail monitoring system

HailSens from Hyquest Solutions. Hailstones hitting a sensing

area of approximately 0.2 m2 generate a vibration of a plate,

which is recorded by a piezoelectric microphone mounted

beneath the plate. The signal of each hailstone is converted

into kinetic energy and hail diameter, and automatically sent

to a web interface. The derived hail size spectra can be used, for

example, to adjust the conversion of the radar signal to hail at the

surface or to improve damage and risk assessment models for

buildings, vehicles, and agricultural crops.

2.3.2 Near-surface measurements
2.3.2.1 Soil moisture and temperature

Time-domain transmission soil moisture sensors and

temperature sensors with custom-made data logger systems

were used to measure time series of these soil state variables

at six locations in three depths with two sensors, each at 5-minute

intervals. Decisions on the specific observation depths were made

during the installation at the respective sites based on the local

soil profiles. The measured values were transferred to the

database twice a day to enable near-real-time monitoring.

To obtain information on root-zone soil moisture along

transects towards regional scales, several campaigns with

CRNS (Schrön et al., 2018a) have been conducted and

scheduled before and after prospective rain events. The

method estimates the average water content in an area of up

to 200 m distance from the road by sampling the natural

cosmogenic neutron radiation in the air. The number of

neutrons depends on the abundance of near-surface hydrogen

atoms within hundreds of meters distance and tens of

centimeters depth (Köhli et al., 2015).

2.3.2.2 Airborne radar measurements of surface soil

moisture and vegetation parameters

In addition to the instruments briefly described in the

previous paragraph, the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

system is sensitive to the material and geometrical property of

the illuminated scene and is therefore able to estimate surface soil

moisture over larger areas. This quantity cannot be estimated

directly from the radar signal, but needs a model for the signal

inversion. The model development and the processing of

longwave SAR data are still an open research topic, and

several concepts have been explored to obtained the most

precise results. For this purpose, not only the image

processing was further developed, but also the imaging mode

of the SAR system. It could be shown that when using SAR

polarimetry and interferometry, due to the capability to separate

ground from volume, a higher sensitivity to soil moisture is

obtained (Joerg et al., 2017).

In this campaign, the airborne F-SAR sensor of DLR was

flown over three test sites (Lauswiesen, Rottenburg and

Haigerloch) to acquire data at longer wavelength (L-band with

24 cm wavelength) and fully-polarimetric as well as with two

interferometric baselines. Flights were performed on 3 days (16,

21, and 24 June), accompanied by parallel measurements on the

ground with the CRNS sensor (Reigber et al., 2012).

2.3.2.3 Vertical energy fluxes at the surface

In addition to LAFO (Section 2.3.1.4), vertical fluxes of

energy and water in the study area were also measured by the

MoLEAF system at the Haigerloch site. MoLEAF consists of a

trailer mast that can be equipped with various measuring

instruments and that can be pneumatically extended to a

height of 30 m. The second important component of the

MoLEAF system is a mobile laboratory cabin that can be

transported as an attachment on a pickup truck and set down

at the measurement site. This component contains a computer

workstation, the power supply for the measuring system and a
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broadband internet connection. All this enables the rapid

deployment of this measuring system in extreme weather

events with a short warning time and a self-sufficient

operation on site. Thus, measurements can be taken within a

few hours after arrival. The central measuring unit of the

MoLEAF is an eddy-covariance system (Campbell CSAT3B +

Licor LI7500) for determining vertical turbulent fluxes within the

ABL. The method analyses high-frequency wind and scalar

atmospheric data series to determine the vertical fluxes of

momentum, energy, and gaseous air constituents. In addition,

the MoLEAF includes measuring instruments to record the

radiation balance, which is made up of short and long wave

radiation, and to determine soil heat flux, soil water content, air

temperature and humidity. Wind speed and direction are also

recorded. During Swabian MOSES, all measurements were run

automatically around the clock in high temporal resolution (0.1 s

for turbulent variables and 1 min for non-turbulent variables).

2.3.3 Surface water measurements
At the outlets of the gauged river catchments (main river

sampling sites in Figure 1B), probes were installed to provide

continuous measurements of discharge, turbidity, water

temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, (specific) conductivity,

ammonium, nitrate, and dissolved organic carbon. To assess

the impact of heavy rainfall and related high surface runoff on

surface water quality in the Ammer and the Steinlach Rivers

during selected IOPs, water samples were collected both during

baseflow conditions and high discharge events. Time-

proportional water samples were obtained using autosamplers

installed next to the rivers. Grab samples were collected from

various tributaries to identify potential water and pollution

sources that may have contributed to both high discharge and

contamination in the river. Analyses in the laboratory included

water isotopes, greenhouse gases (Mwanake et al., 2022), total

suspended solids, total organic carbon, dissolved organic matter

composition (da Silva et al., 2021), nutrients, trace elements

(Baborowski et al., 2004) organic contaminants and associated

mixture toxicity (Neale et al., 2020).

3 Swabian MOSES field campaign:
Overview

As with most field campaigns focusing on convective storms

(e.g., Browning et al., 2007; Kottmeier et al., 2008; Wulfmeyer

et al., 2011; Wieser et al., 2022), Swabian MOSES included two

types of observational modes: 1) Observations with fully

automated, mainly remotely-controlled instruments such as

the KITcube or the MoLEAF, covering the period with the

most frequent and intense convective storms and, thus,

operated during the entire EOP between May and July

(slightly reduced until mid-September for possible heat waves

and droughts, which did not occur); and 2) ad-hoc decided IOPs

on days with a high probability of (severe) thunderstorms

according to operational weather forecasts. In case an IOP

was scheduled, the automatic systems were supplemented by

mobile observations and those requiring a high level of personnel

or financial resources, such as aircraft measurements, radiosonde

launches, storm chasing, water sampling, or CRR-rides.

3.1 Campaign procedure

During the EOP, the staff foreseen and previously trained for

additional or mobile observations had to be on standby and ready

to start with the observations if an IOP was scheduled. Excluded

were only days or periods on which deep moist convection was

highly unlikely due to predicted environmental conditions.

During daily briefings, a professional weather forecaster

together with the campaign team on duty analyzed the

current forecasts with regard to potentially upcoming

convection development. Considered were both, ensemble

prediction systems with lead times of up to 10 days and high-

resolution forecasts with short lead times of one to 2 days. The

decision-making processes and the conduction of the IOPs were

organized according to Wieser et al., (2022).

The event-based procedure followed of a fixed schedule:

1. Campaign-specific weather report:

Every morning, a weather report with a focus on convection

in the study area was provided by EWB Wetterberatung

(Bernhard Mühr). This report included forecasts for the

next 3 days with a warning table as well as an outlook for

the medium-range weather.

2. Daily online briefing:

In a joint online briefing, the current and predicted weather

situation was discussed and a decision was made whether an

IOP is scheduled for the next days or not. Members of the pre-

defined teams were consulted about their availability as well as

the required equipment. All partners briefly reported about

technical issues such as instrumentation status, failures, or

other problems that had to be solved by a maintenance team.

3. Briefing report:

After themeeting, a briefing reportwas sent out to all partners

summarizingthescheduleforthenext twoto3 daysincludingthe

decision about a possible IOP with additional instruments

foreseen, status of all measuring devices, extended weather

forecast, additional information, and—in case of an ongoing

IOP—a brief summary of the previous day(s).

3.2 Summary of IOPs during swabian
MOSES

Between May and July 2021, seven IOPs were scheduled (in

total 21 days), each lasting between one and 8 days. Table 1
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provides an overview of all IOPs, including prevailing weather

patterns, precipitation characteristics, and additional

instruments operated only on IOP days. Most of the IOPs

took place during blocking weather conditions, i.e., a

dominant high pressure system over or downstream of the

study area according to the novel set of Atlantic–European

weather regimes by Grams et al. (2018). IOP1 was a test IOP

with only shallow convection to check the procedures for the

measurements and the handling of the measuring equipment.

The focus of IOP2 and IOP3 was on local heavy rainfall events

caused by slow moving thunderstorms, which were isolated and

unorganized. Severe convective storms accompanied with heavy

rain and large hail were observed during IOP4 and IOP5. In the

first half of IOP4, high concentrations of Saharan dust were

advected in the study area, and convection was not initiated

despite very high observed CAPE values of almost 4,000 J kg−1

(Section 4.1.1.1) and although convection was predicted by the

operational NWP models. Only a few days later, on 23 June, a

supercell causing widespread damage due to large hail and heavy

rain moved over the study area and also passed the main site

Rottenburg in the afternoon. Another supercell affected the study

area on 28 June (IOP5), again with large hail and heavy rainfall,

the latter causing flash floods in several regions, including the

Ammer and Steinlach catchments. During IOP6 and IOP7, deep

moist convection was almost absent in the study area (the latter

again with high concentrations of Saharan dust).

Almost all severe convective storms that occurred in the

study area (e.g., those with hail diameters of 2 cm or larger

according to the DWD WarnWetter-App) were captured by an

IOP with additional mobile devices. Only one interesting day

with severe thunderstorms on 26 July was missed by the IOP

instrumentation (IOP7 ended just the day before). Both the

occurrence of a large number of deep convective storms and

days without convection despite predicted by the models provide

an excellent data basis for further analyses with respect to

convection-related processes and event chain investigation.

Some selected examples and highlights are presented in the

next section.

4 First results and highlights

This section presents first results and highlights from IOP4

(17-24 June) and IOP5 (28-30 June), during which several

organized and non-organized convective storms occurred.

Southwesterly flow from the Mediterranean associated with a

FIGURE 1
(A) Swabian MOSES study area with measurement sites, river catchments and flight areas. The KITcube was installed at the main site of
Rottenburg (including, e.g., meteorological tower, wind and aerosol lidar, cloud chamber, cloud radar, humidity and temperature profiler, PARSIVEL
disdrometer, radiosounding, stratospheric balloon). The dependence stations were equipped with disdrometers, hail sensors, and devices for
meteorological near-surface (standard + partial energy fluxes), and/or vertical wind profile observations. In addition to the three radars shown in
themap, the Türkheim radar outside of themapwas also considered in the analyses (X-band in Nürtingen, the others C-band fromDWD). One of the
partner stations measured soil moisture, the other one observed wind profiles and standard meteorological parameters. (B) Zoom into the two
catchment areas of the Ammer and Steinlach Rivers with the sampling sites.
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European blocking weather regime (Table 1) provided not only

unstable atmospheric conditions as prerequisite for convective

development, but also high concentrations of Saharan dust on a

few days. During these two IOPs, all teams were on site for

conducting additional measurements. These included balloon

soundings (radiosonde, payload, swarmsondes) to record

atmospheric vertical profiles, aircraft lidar and in situ

measurements to estimate flow conditions and turbulence,

aerosol filters to determine number concentrations of CCN/

INP, CRR-rides to observe soil moisture distributions, and

water samplings in the Ammer and Steinlach Rivers to

measure contaminant concentrations and turbidity.

Two days, the 23 (IOP4) and the 28 June (IOP5), with the

most damaging thunderstorms that occurred throughout the

EOP are highlighted in more detail. On 23 June, hail with a

maximum diameter of up to 4 cm, hail accumulations on the

surface up to 30 cm depth, heavy rainfall and associated flooding

were observed on a 70-km streak oriented from southwest to

northeast. Insured building damage in the study area amounted

to around EUR 150 million. Numerous agricultural fields

(especially corn and cereals) were partially or completely

damaged, and numerous trees lost their leaves. Severe

hailstorms during a 3-day period around 23 June (note that

the insurance industry defines events as 72-hour periods) were

also reported in other regions of Germany (mainly Bavaria),

France, Switzerland, Austria, and the Czech Republic, with total

insurance losses approaching EUR 4 billion. The supercell on

28 June spawned slightly smaller hailstones with maximum

diameters of 3 cm (insured losses around EUR 5 million).

However, heavy rainfall in combination with high soil

moisture triggered several flash floods in the study area,

resulting in high pollutant loads, for example in the Steinlach

and Ammer Rivers. These 2 days impressively demonstrated how

extreme events affect and cascade through the different

compartments.

To highlight the event chain related to convective storms, this

section is separated according to the compartments atmosphere

(Section 4.1), geosphere (Section 4.2), and hydrosphere

(Section 4.3).

4.1 Atmosphere

Because most of the instruments operated during Swabian

MOSES are designed for atmospheric observations, the following

section first gives an overview of the entire IOP4/5 (Section 4.1.1)

before presenting results for the two selected days, 23 and

28 June, in the second part (Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Overview of IOP4/5
4.1.1.1 Atmospheric conditions from radiosoundings

During IOP4 and IOP5, 79 radiosondes were launched at the

main site Rottenburg and 52 at the DWD station Stuttgart-

Schnarrenberg. The period of these two IOPs was characterized

FIGURE 2
Time series of (A) most unstable convective available potential energy (CAPEmu, blue line) and convective inhibition (CINmu, red line) at the
main site Rottenburg (solid lines) and theDWD station at Stuttgart-Schnarrenberg (dashed lines), (B) total precipitable water (TPW) at Rottenburg, and
(C) shear vector magnitude (SVM) between 6 km and 10 m agl at Rottenburg. Red rectangles in (A) indicate release times of DWD radiosondes, blue
rectangles in (B,C) release times ofsondes at Rottenburg.
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by several distinct phases of convective conditions. At the

beginning of IOP4 (17–20 June) a high potential for deep

convection was observed. On 19 June, for example, most

unstable convective available potential energy [CAPEmu;

parcel trajectory that produces the highest value; Markowski

and Richardson, 2010] reached values of up to 3,900 J kg−1 in

Rottenburg (Figure 2A). Such high values are extremely rare for

southern Germany, and occur only once in a few years (Kunz,

2007). At Stuttgart, CAPEmu on that day was slightly lower with

values of about 2,400 J kg−1. Total precipitable water (TPW) in

Rottenburg increased from 20 mm on 17 June to high values of

38 mm on 20 June, which is also a value that occurs only very

rarely (Figure 2B).

Wind shear vector magnitude (SVM) calculated from the

wind vector difference between 6 km height and the surface was

low (≤10 m s−1) on 17 and 18 June, but increased from 19 June

onwards, reaching a value of 22.8 m s−1 on 20 June at 1400 UTC

(Figure 2C). Although ambient conditions with high CAPEmu,

moderate CIN (e.g., 73 J kg−1 at Rottenburg) and high shear

appeared to be favorable for organized convective storms,

particularly on 19 June, no thunderstorms formed (Section

4.1.1.2). It is still unclear what exactly prevented the onset of

deep moist convection on those days. However, as we will see

later in Section 4.1.1.3, high concentrations of Saharan dust were

observed at the beginning of IOP4, and especially on 20 July,

which may have had a decisive effect on both the radiation and

the microphysical processes.

From 20 to 24 June, high CAPEmu values between 700 and

1,900 J kg−1 were measured at both sites, Rottenburg and

Stuttgart. However, a drop in CINmu was also observed,

facilitating an exceeding of the trigger temperature.

Widespread stratiform precipitation during the night of

20 June caused a decrease in TPW to 28 mm. On 23 June, the

day with the most severe supercell (Section 4.1.1.2), CAPEmu at

the two sites was around 1,600 J kg−1, and TPW has risen again to

a level of 32 mm during the day. Likewise, CINmu decreased to

almost 0 J kg−1. Wind shear (SVM) observed at Rottenburg

(24.15 m s−1 at 1400 UTC) was large enough to support the

formation of organized convective storms.

On 28 June, during IOP5, again very high CAPEmu values of

3,000 J kg−1 (2,400 J kg−1 at Stuttgart) in combination with high

TPW of 40 mm was observed at Rottenburg. CIN was near

0 J kg−1. SVM higher than 20 m s−1 was measured indicating

again favourable condition for organized thunderstorms.

Towards the end of IOP5, the convective situation calmed

down with decreasing values of CAPEmu and TPW, whereas

SVM was still high (20 m s−1). Because of a substantial drop in

convection-favoring conditions on the last day of IOP5, 30 June,

no sondes at Rottenburg and no additional sondes at Stuttgart-

Schnarrenberg were released.

4.1.1.2 Radar-estimated rain totals and convection

development

Total precipitation accumulated over the entire IOP4

(Figure 3A) and IOP5 (Figure 3B), respectively, was derived

from the X-band radar in Nürtingen (Section 2.3.1.3),

complemented by additional data from the C-band radars of

KIT and of DWD in Türkheim and Feldberg (Figure 1). For each

5-minute time step and each location, the maximum rain amount

derived from the four radars was used to estimate precipitation

accumulation composites. For each radar and each azimuth

angle, we determined the lowest measurement height not

affected by obstacles by additionally using data from a digital

elevation model. Following the above described procedure, only

radar data as close as possible to the surface entered the

composite, which generally makes areal precipitation totals

TABLE 1 Overview of all Swabian MOSES IOPs with the following listing columns: Dates, Atlantic–European weather regime (Grams et al., 2018;
Büeler et al., 2021), precipitation, convection, characteristics and additional observations. Radiosondes (RS), payloads (PL), swarmsondes (Sw),
the cosmic ray rover (CRR), water samplers (WS), aircrafts (Air), and aerosol filter probes (AFP) were used for additional observations. Each IOP started
at 00:00 and ended at 23:59 UTC.

Dates Weather regime Precipitation Convection Characteristics Additional
observations

IOP1 10 May Atlantic Trough Mostly dry Stratiform large scale lifting Test IOP RS, CRR

IOP2 2-5 June European Blocking Heavy rain Isolated, unorganized,
6 km–9 km high

Flooding near Stuttgart RS, CRR

IOP3 9-
10 June

Zonal regime Heavy rain Isolated, unorganized, > 10 km
high

Small local floodings,
overshooting top event

RS, PL, WS

IOP4 17-
24 June

European Blocking Heavy rain, hail Organized, > 10 km high Super cell passes Rottenburg,
Saharan dust

RS, Sw, PL, CRR, WS,
Air, AFP

IOP5 28-
30 June

European Blocking Heavy rain, hail Unorganized and line
organized, > 10 km high

Heavy run-offs Ammer/
Steinlach, Cell initiation

RS, Sw, PL, CRR, WS,
Air, AFP

IOP6 12-
13 July

Scandi- navian,
European Blocking

Some rain west of
observation area

7 km–8 km high, mostly east of
observation area

Non case RS, Sw, PL, AFP

IOP7 24-
25 July

European, Scandinavian
Blocking

Showers Isolated, outside study area Saharan dust, hailstorm on
26 July (no IOP)

RS, Sw, AFP
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more realistic than using a constant height above ground or

elevation. In some areas, however, this resulted to abrupt changes

in the underlying elevation and thus to artificial stripes in the

radar-estimated precipitation totals (here especially north of

Nürtingen). Furthermore, the measuring areas of the

individual radars are visible in the composites, and obstacles

close to the radar lead to negative spikes (e.g., from the radar

Feldberg to the north).

During IOP4, most of the study area was affected by high

rainfall with maximum totals exceeding 100 mm. Moderate to

heavy rainfall was observed on 20 (mesoscale convective systeme,

MCS), 21 (mainly stratiform rain field) and 23 June (isolated

convection with a supercell), whereas the other days were almost

dry in the study area. The 8-day total mean averaged over the area

shown was about 71 mm, with 31% of this detected on 23 June

(Figure 3A). Although several convective storms developed

during IOP4, both of isolated and mesoscale characteristic, the

track of the supercell on 23 June is clearly visible in the composite

(compare Figures 3A, 4A). On that day, convection was already

triggered over northern Black Forest (8.3° E/48.5° N) when at

around 13:00 UTC a newweak storm initialized (Figure 4A). This

storm developed slowly and moved in a northeasterly direction,

reaching only 45-dBZ-echotops at roughly 5 km height until 13:

40 UTC. Probably triggered by the cold pool from that cell, a new

cell rapidly developed on the south-eastern flank of the first cell at

14:00, reaching a reflectivity of more than 55 dBZ on side area

and immediately covering the area of the first cell. This new cell

approximately followed the direction of the initial one until 14:

30. Without splitting—which is usually the case for supercells

(Markowski and Richardson, 2010) - it turned to the right (so-

called right-mover), while at the same time significantly

increasing its area and height. Reflectivities of more than

60 dBZ and 45 dBZ echotops at 9 km were reached. At

around 15:00, the 50 dBZ area was estimated to cover an area

of 300 km2. About half an hour later at 15:45, the storm passed

the main site Rottenburg. After moving along the Neckar Valley,

the cell propagated almost parallel to the slopes of Swabian Jura,

hardly reaching 10 km height, but with reflectivities well above

70 dBZ. Shortly after 17:00, the storm started to dissipate.

Individual parts propagated longer than 18:30 UTC.

During IOP5, significant amounts of rain were observed on all

3 days with a total amount of nearly 53 mm. Severe thunderstorms

with heavy rain occurred mainly on the eastern side of Nortern

Black Forest, in the Neckar Valley, and over the western slopes of

Swabian Jura. As with IOP4, the spatial rainfall distribution was

dominated by a single supercell thunderstorm, which developed in

the afternoon of 28 July close to themain site Rottenburg (compare

Figures 3B, 4B). Around 15:00 UTC, several thunderstorms have

already developed over Northern and Southern Black Forest.

According to their temporal and spatial proximity, the cold

pools from those storms could have acted as trigger for the

storm near the main site, which intensified very slowly at the

beginning. First signs with weak reflectivities of this storm were

visible at 15:15. About 25 min later, maximum reflectivity reached

55 dBZ with the 45 dBZ echotop still under 8 km height. During

this stage, the storm was almost stationary, leading to very high

precipitation accumulations of more than 100 mm locally (see

above). At 15:55, when reflectivities reached more than 65 dBZ

even at 8 km height, the storm, now showing signs of a supercell,

began tomove slowly in a northeasterly direction, as did the storms

that had developed over the Black Forest. At this time, the storm

cluster covered an area of roughly 75 km in north-south and 40 km

in west-east direction. Around 17:00 UTC, when the supercell

propagated almost parallel to the slopes of the Swabian Jura, it

merged with another stormmoving from the southwestern part of

the Swabian Jura, to cover an area of more than 500 km2 with

FIGURE 3
Rain totals in mm estimated from the composite of different radars (KIT radars Nürtingen and KIT Campus North, DWD radars Türkheim and
Feldberg) during (A) IOP4 (17-24 June, 8 days) and (B) IOP5 (28-30 June, 3 days).
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reflectivities of more than 55 dBZ. A short time later, the merged

convective systems turned to the left, heading to nearly northern

directions. Finally, the system dissipated into several smaller cells

with decreasing intensities at around 49° N.

Considering that the mean monthly rainfall total for June in

the study area (Neckar Valley) is about 100 mm, the totals

observed during the 11-day period IOP4 and

IOP5 exemplifies how exceptional this period was with a large

number of convective storms.

4.1.1.3 Aerosol measurements

The objective of the aerosol measurements (Section 2.3.1.8)

was to study how spatial distribution and temporal evolution of

aerosol particles correlate with heat, drought, soil moisture, and

other meteorological parameters. Furthermore, INP

concentrations in relation to other aerosol particle

characteristics and meteorological parameters were measured

to investigate the role of aerosol particles and INPs for the

formation of strong convective clouds. Therefore, aerosols

were characterized with respect to their number and mass

concentration, size distribution, ice nucleation ability, and

their spatial distribution. In addition to the measurements at

the main site Rottenburg, mobile INP measurements were

performed for special events in conjunction with the mobile

operation of the swarmsondes (cf. Section 4.1.2.5).

An especially interesting period during IOP4 is shown in

Figure 5, during which a Saharan dust plume was observed at

ground level (indicated by the grey shaded areas). This period is

marked with higher PM10/PM2.5 ratios (particulate matter with

maximum diameter of 10/2.5 µm) and significantly more

particles with sizes larger than 2 µm. Note that the particle

number concentrations are dominated by smaller particles, as

opposed to the mass concentration, which is dominated by the

larger ones. The fraction of ice active aerosol particles at 251 K

(Figure 5D), calculated by dividing the ice crystal number

concentration by the total aerosol number concentration,

shows similar patterns as the PM10 concentrations

(Figure 5B). The volume depolarization and range corrected

backscatter signals of the lidar (Figures 5E,F) illustrate the

spatial distribution of the aerosol particles in and above the

planetary boundary layer. The Saharan dust plume arrived at

noon above the main site at an altitude between 3 and 4 km and

reached ground level about 12 h later. Note that aerosol lidar data

are not available during precipitation events (cf. Figure 5A).

Both the PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations were highly

affected by thunderstorms. On 20 June around 18:00 UTC, for

example, an MCS that passed the main site led to an abrupt

decrease in the particle mass concentrations due to precipitation.

On 23 June around 15:45 UTC, the concentration of larger

particles presumably from the surface (PM10) substantially

increased prior the passage of the supercell over the main site

(indicated by the shift in the wind direction in Figure 5A; Section

4.1.1.2). Directly with the onset of heavy precipitation (rain and

small hail), the PM10 concentration abruptly dropped to low

values that remained almost constant until midnight. A direct

relation between thunderstorms and the ice active fraction

(Figure 5D), however, was not found.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of aerosol particles during

IOP5. During this period, no substantial Saharan dust

influence was visible. Therefore, aerosol particles in the

FIGURE 4
Storm tracks on (A) 23 June during IOP4 and (B) on 28 June during IOP5 as determined from radar measurements. The tracking algorithm
TRACE3D Handwerker (2002) is used to identify the storm tracks. The color indicates the time (UTC) according to the colorbar above each image.
The size of the markers represents the highest reflectivity measured within the storm (maximum size corresponds to roughly 76 dBZ).
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boundary layer dominated. On 28 July, as the supercell passed the

main site, no substantial changes in aerosol properties were

detected.

4.1.2 Highlights on 2 days with the most severe
hailstorms

As already mentioned above, the most prominent days

during IOP4 and 5 were 23 and 28 June, respectively, with

supercells associated with heavy rain and hail in the study

area. In the following section, we present some observational

highlights for these (and other) interesting days for the

compartment atmosphere from instruments that either

operated only on single days (e.g., stratospheric balloons,

aircraft) or measured convection-related phenomena (e.g.,

infrasound, hailstone size).

4.1.2.1 Impacts of convection on the lower stratosphere

If deep moist convection is strong enough to overshoot the

local tropopause, this can transport large amounts of water vapor

and other trace gases into the lower stratosphere, where they

FIGURE 5
Overview of aerosol measurements at the main site Rottenburg during IOP4 with higher concentrations of Saharan dust. (A)Wind speed, wind
direction, and precipitation, (B) particle mass (PM10 and PM2.5; lines) and particle mass size distributions (contour), (C) particle number
concentrations for particles larger than 2.5 and 7 nm, (D) ice active fraction at 251 K, (E) lidar volume depolarization ratio (contour), (F) lidar range
corrected backscatter signal perpendicular to the emitted laser polarization (contour). Grey shaded areas indicate Saharan dust reaching
ground level.
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impact the radiative budget and thus the climate on longer time

scales. We used the stratospheric balloon payloads (Section

2.3.1.2) to investigate this impact on dedicated thunderstorm

cases. Figure 7A shows a balloon profile from 20 June at 16:

30 UTC (launch time) during IOP4, when an MCS moved over

the study area. A clear water vapor enhancement of around

6–8 ppmv compared to background levels of 4–6 ppmv is

discernible at pressure levels between about 170 and 150 hPa

in the lower stratosphere. The ozone mixing ratio shows a slight

negative offset within this layer despite the generally expected

increase of ozone with increasing altitude in the lower

stratosphere. This is an indication for small-scale in-mixing of

tropospheric low-ozone air masses due to the overshoot

(Khordakova et al., 2022).

The overshoot was verified and confirmed by means of

airmass backward trajectories calculated from ECMWF

ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) and geostationary

EUMETSAT MeteoSat10 brightness temperature satellite

observations. Figure 7B shows the cloud top brightness

temperature of the 10.8 µm channel at 12:45 UTC together

with the airmass trajectory of the water vapor enhancement.

Close to the airmass location (white dot), a low brightness

temperature signature of around 205 K can be seen (pink

circle), which is far lower than the tropopause temperature of

FIGURE 6
Same as Figure 5, but for IOP5.
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213 K in the balloon observations (Figure 7A). Thus, this part of

the cloud cooled adiabatically during the convective forced lift

into the lower stratosphere and finally mixed tropospheric air

and importantly ice particles into the airmass at the trajectory.

Just 5 min later, this overshooting top collapsed back into the

main cloud deck, but sublimated ice particles and trace gases

remained in the stratospheric air mass, which then was measured

at the main site at 17:10 UTC by the balloon. In the balloon

profile, an even stronger water vapor enhancement is visible at

higher pressures above 170 hPa down to the tropopause, which is

also most likely a result of a convective overshoot. This example

profile shows that overshooting convection has a significant

influence on the water vapor distribution in the lower

stratosphere.

More such observations are needed to better constrain how

this effect influences the radiation balance and thus the climate,

in particular in mid-latitudes. This is all the more important

because convective storms are expected to increase in their

frequency and to become more severe in response to climate

warming and the associated increase in water vapor. Thus, it can

be expected that overshoots into the stratosphere likewise

become more frequent with the consequence of an increase in

water vapor in the lower stratosphere.

4.1.2.2 LAFO: Doppler Lidar, Doppler Cloud Radar

With the combination of lidar and radar instruments at

LAFO (see Section 2.3.1.4), we can observe atmospheric

features and the development of the ABL from clear sky

conditions to the development of clouds. Figures 8A,B shows

the vertical and horizontal wind speed, respectively, on 28 June

2021 before the onset of heavy precipitation associated with the

supercell at around 18:00 UTC. The vertical wind clearly shows

the growth of the convective ABL during themorning hours from

06:00 UTC onwards. This is indicated by up- (red) and

downward (blue) motions of turbulent eddies which started

from the surface related to the energy intake by insolation

after sunrise. With the updraft, moisture from the land-

surface was mixed into the ABL. Horizontal wind speed was

low in the morning hours, but increased towards the afternoon

with northern directions (Figure 8C). In the period before the

heavy rain, horizontal wind speed reached values of up to

15 ms−1. With the onset of clouds and rainfall, the

measurement range of the Doppler lidars broke down, but the

Doppler cloud radar allowed to retrieve vertical wind speed

(Figure 8D). The time series shows the falling rain below

3 km, while the clouds reached altitudes of up to 12 km.

Heavy rain between 18:00 and 19:00 UTC substantially

attenuated the radar beam leading to a gap in most of the

vertical profile. More or less with the onset of the heavy rain,

the convective ABL collapsed with the consequence that calm

wind conditions remained afterwards.

4.1.2.3 Targeted aircraft observations of flow

characteristics

During IOP4 and IOP5, convection developed on three out of

four flight days. The morning flights were always possible

without flight path adjustments and concluded prior to the

onset of deep convection. For the afternoon flights, take-off

times coincided with the beginning of convection initiation

(except on 18 June, when deep moist convection developed >

FIGURE 7
(A) Balloon profile of water vapor (red), temperature (orange), and ozone (green) on 20 June at 16:30 UTC launch time. (B)Meteosat10 satellite
brightness temperature of the 10.8 µm channel at 12:45 UTC. The red line marks the calculated airmass trajectory from the observed water vapor
enhancement (white/black dot) backward in time.
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6 h after the second flight). Based on the convective systems

sampled prior to and during initiation, the spatio-temporal

targeting of the ADL measurements (Section 2.3.1.5) is

deemed successful. In the following, the afternoon flight on

28 June during IOP5 is presented as an example of the

achieved spatial and temporal proximity of flights to

convection initiation. On that day, two aircraft were in

operation: The Do128 departed from Donaueschingen at 12:

45 UTC, the F406 from Baden Airpark at 12:50 UTC (Figure 9).

In the beginning, both aircraft flew coordinated, pre-defined

FIGURE 8
LAFO observations on 28 Junewith Doppler lidar andDoppler cloud radar. With the Doppler lidars, the (A) vertical and (B,C) horizontal windwas
observed during the almost cloud-free daytime, especially the development of ABL in the lowest 2 km. Around 18:00 UTC, a high precipitation event
was observed. While the Doppler lidars were disturbed by rainfall, the simultaneously operated (D) cloud radar captured the situation inside the
clouds. Heavy rain attenuated the radar signal between 18:00 and 19:00 UTC.
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pattern in the expected convection initiation region above the

Southern Black Forest (event 1; Figure 9A). Radar measurements

show that approximately 30 min after the aircraft sampling the

reflectivity exceeded 45 dBZ, a value corresponding to moderate

precipitation.

After sampling of the convection initiation region, the two

aircraft flew eastward towards the Swabian Jura, where

convective intensification was expected to occur (event 2).

The Do128 transected at 3,000 m, with the F406 flying at

1,400 m below. In situ wind measurements by both aircraft

reveal significant wind shear, both in direction and speed,

between the two levels in the Neckar region (Figure 9B).

After retracing the original flight path from Donaueschingen,

both aircraft started their return to Baden airpark. As already

discussed in Section 4.1.1.2 and shown in Figure 4B, two other

convective cells had developed over Black Forest, creating a total

of three cells that moved towards north-east. During descend,

the Do128 circumnavigated the cell above Black Forest on the

southern side, whereas the F406 circumnavigated the cell on the

northern side (event 3). Again, in situ measurements reveal a

strong directional shear of the flow due to convergence

associated with the convective cell (Figure 9B), which had

matured above the 45 dBZ contour shown in Figure 9A

approximately 30 min prior to sampling. Similarly, in situ

water vapor mixing ratio measurements also show noticeable

spatial and vertical variability in the vicinity of the convective cell

(Figure 9B).

Overall, this example demonstrates the successful spatio-

temporal targeting of convective cells by aircraft

measurements. Clear convective system-related flow features

are already detectable in the in situ data, with the ADL

measurements providing a much more comprehensive and

complete picture of the flow situation compared to

observations at ground stations (ADL analyses will be

presented in detail in a separate paper).

4.1.2.4 Infrasound

Strong pressure fluctuations of up to ±10 Pa were observed

during the thunderstorm events of IOP4 and IOP5. Figure 10B

visualizes an example of the temporal evolution of the infrasound

recording (Section 2.3.1.6) in the afternoon of 28 June during

IOP5. The onset of elevated infrasound noise occurred around

17:00 UTC (subperiod highlighted in dark blue) and extended to

about 17:45 (subperiod highlighted in light orange in

Figure 10B). In this time window the associated thunderstorm

cell (supercell) had reached its highest intensity (Section 4.1.1.2;

Figure 4B). The frequency distribution of the signal during each

subperiod is shown in Figure 10A in corresponding colors. No

distinct spectral features are obvious, mostly a broadband

increase in the noise level is found. A zoom into the time

series reveals numerous confined pressure fluctuations

associated with thunder, and these broadband contributions

dominate the enhancement of the spectral record. However, a

spectrally confined increase of the infrasound level in the 6–8 Hz

range might be detectable towards the end of the elevated activity

(dashed contour in Figure 10A).

4.1.2.5 Swarmsondes

During IOP4 and IOP5, swarmsondes (Section 2.3.1.7) were

launched on 3 days (20, 28, and 29 June). On 28 June, between 16:

FIGURE 9
Aircraft measurements on 28 June during IOP5. (A) Temporal evolution of the flight tracks of Do128 and F406 aircrafts as well as radar
reflectivity in the study area. Reflectivity ≥0dBZ is shaded, the 45 dBZ contour is outlined. (B) In situ measured water vapor mixing ratio as well as
wind speed and direction; quivers are color coded corresponding to flight altitude.
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40 and 17:30 UTC, when the supercell moved towards the main

site (Figure 4B), the storm chasing team installed their

instrumentation (swarmsondes and mobile aerosol sensors for

INP measurements) on the northwestern flank of the cell

(approx. 5.5 km eastnortheast of the main site). Five sondes

were launched at time intervals between 4 and 7 min (one

sounding failed) before heavy rain and an incipient downdraft

prevented further balloon launches. Despite the prevailing wind

direction and cell propagation from southwest to northeast, the

balloons’ trajectories with a speed of up to 15 m s−1 were oriented

towards the cell, i.e., first with a southeasterly direction, which

slowly turned into a westerly direction (Figure 11A).

FIGURE 10
(A) Evolution of the measured infrasound spectral distribution during the afternoon of 28 June (IOP5). (B) Shows the time series of measured
pressure fluctuations; the colored subsections indicate the time windows used for the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. During the maximum of
infrasound activity, a spectrally confined increase of the infrasound level might be indicated (dotted marking).

FIGURE 11
Trajectories obtained from swarmsondes in the vicinity of the supercell on 28 June with (A) trajectory speed and (B) equivalent potential
temperature θe. The cell propagation at that time was approximately from southwest to northeast (cf. Figure 4B). The crosses in (A) show the
maximum height above ground reached (with respective time). The sondes were launched about 5.5 km eastnortheast of the main site Rottenburg.
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Interestingly, the wind direction in the lowest 400–600 m above

ground level was almost constant, and also wind speed as well as

equivalent potential temperature θe (Figure 11B) did not vary

much, the latter an indication suggesting that the sondes

approximately followed the air parcels on Lagrangian

trajectories. Probably as a result of the onset of (heavy) rain,

θe decreased in the course of time, i.e. between the individual

soundings. Whether the flow directed into the convective cell is a

robust indicator of its further intensification needs to be

investigated by further soundings.

4.1.2.6 In situ hail observations

On 23 June, five of the eight hail sensors (Section 2.3.1.9)

measured maximum hail sizes of 2 cm from the supercell that

passed over the main site Rottenburg ealier. At the station of

Grossbettlingen (approx. 4 km south of Nürtingen, see

Figure 1), for example, 1,132 hailstones with an average

diameter of about 1 cm were registered within only 13 min

(Figure 12A). The sensor installed at Mittelstadt, located 6 km

southwest of the Grossbettlingen station, registered

486 stones with a mean diameter of about 8 mm a few

minutes earlier. Despite the difference in mean diameters,

the size spectra at the two stations are almost identical with an

approximately exponential distribution (Figure 12B). Such

hail size spectra, when obtained for a large number of

storms, help improve knowledge of the temporal and

spatial variability of hail, which in turn is required to

better assess (and reduce) hail risk.

4.2 Near-surface measurements

4.2.1 Soil moisture and soil temperature
During Swabian MOSES, soil measuring nodes (Section

2.3.2.1) were installed at six locations. Figure 13B shows an

example of the data for the Haigerloch site for the period that

includes both IOP4 and and IOP5. During IOP4, three CRNS-

rover measurements were conducted to map root-zone soil

moisture at the meso to regional scales. The data were

FIGURE 12
Hail observations on 23 June 2021 at the stations of Grossbettlingen andMittelstadt. (A) Time series ofmean diameter (1-minmeans; n indicates
the number of observed hailstones) and (B) size spectra (exponential distribution as black dotted line, estimated from the Grossbettlingen data).

FIGURE 13
Cross-compartment time series of (A) daily total precipitation
and rain rate, (B) soil moisture, soil temperature at 5, 20 and 40 cm
depth and CRNS-rover measurements at 3 days at the location,
and (C) energy fluxes at the Haigerloch site.
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processed using the accepted methods for the correction of

atmospheric and road-related effects (Schrön et al., 2018b).

The results are indicated by the dots in Figure 13B. For a

better understanding of processes and cross-compartment

event chain, the time series measured at the same location of

total precipitation and rain rate derived from PARSIVEL

distrometer data and energy fluxes between land surface and

atmosphere derived from the MoLEAF tower are included in

Figure 13 as panels A and C.

Regarding the measurement period of IOP4 and IOP5

(17–30 June), a saturation of the soil layers driven by multiple

precipitation events is recognizable. Especially the hail and heavy

rain event on 23 June during IOP4 (cf. Figure 4) shows a clear

effect of heavy precipitation down to a depth of 40 cm for the first

time during the campaign. The measured soil temperature at a

depth of 5 cm also shows a significant and abrupt cooling of the

near-surface soil layers by more than 7 K due to the large

hailstones at this site. A few hours after the hail event, a

temperature decrease at 40 cm depth was also recorded after a

short temperature increase.

4.2.2 Vertical energy fluxes at the surface
The micrometeorological measurements taken by the

MoLEAF at the Haigerloch site (Section 2.3.2.3) show a

period of 5 days with few clouds at the beginning of IOP4

(Figure 13C). Daytime Bowen ratios were between 0.3 and

0.5, which is typical for temperate grasslands during the

summer. Then on 22 June, increased cloudiness resulted in

much smaller net radiation and, as a consequence, also in

smaller latent and sensible heat fluxes. On 23 June, the day of

the severe hail event, net radiation and turbulent fluxes

developed similar to the days with few clouds until about

noon, when net radiation and the turbulent fluxes dropped

suddenly as a result of increased cloud coverage. Also the soil

heat flux decreased sharply at the same time. The increased

soil moisture after this intense precipitation resulted in slightly

lower Bowen ratios on the subsequent days, continuing

throughout IOP5.

4.3 Surface Waters

Intense rainfall can lead to high discharge in rivers causing

severe flood events and mobilization of particles and

contaminants. The Ammer River is characterized by a mean

annual discharge of 0.87 m3 s−1 (see2) at the main river sampling

site (Figure 1B). During IOP4 and IOP5, the areal rain rate in the

catchment exceeded 8 mm h−1 for six times. However, only

during two intense storm events during IOP5, on 28 and

29 June (Section 4.1.1.2 and Figure 4B), heavy precipitation

with areal rain rates of up to 20 mm h−1 led to distinct

discharge peaks with maximum values of 11 m3s −1

(Figure 14A). The increase in river discharge was

accompanied with an increase in water turbidity indicating

mobilization and transport of suspended solids.

The Ammer catchment has a flat topography and the soils

show poor hydraulic connectivity to the river network. High

discharge and turbidity in the Ammer River are, thus,

predominantly triggered and controlled by locally generated

runoff from urban areas and outfalls of the sewage systems

(Schwientek et al., 2013a), and can hardly be predicted by

catchment precipitation only.

TheSteinlachRiverhasanannualmeandischargeof1.84 m3 s−1.

During IOP4, two major storm events on 20 and 23 June (Section

4.1.1.2andFigure4A)occurredintheSteinlachcatchmentleadingto

maximumrain rates of 17 mm h−1 (Figure 14B).Duringboth storm

events, thedischarge in theSteinlachRiver increasedmarkedlyup to

5 m3 s−1. During IOP5, maximum rain rates of 47 mm h−1 led to a

FIGURE 14
Discharge and turbidity in (A) the Ammer River and (B) the Steinlach River over the course of different rain events. Precipitation is shown as rain
rate in the Ammer and Steinlach catchments, respectively.

2 https://www.hvz.baden-wuerttemberg.de.
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sharpriseindischarge.This50-yearfloodeventintheSteinlachRiver

flushed away the measuring instruments, causing a lack of data for

the period after 29 June.

The Steinlach catchment is characterized by steep hill slopes,

which promote fast surface runoff components (Schwientek and

Selle, 2016) from forested and urban areas resulting in prompt

discharge and turbidity peaks in the river. Increased turbidity

values are due to high concentrations of suspended particles that

are likely flushed into the river from surfaces but may also

originate from the riverbed. Current ongoing investigations

aim to link the observed discharge and turbidity

measurements with water quality parameters including

nutrients, metals, and organic contaminants to identify major

pollution sources in the catchments [Glaser et al., 2020; Spahr

et al., 2020], and assess risks for aquatic ecosystems and drinking

water resources.

5 Conclusion and outlook

Despite significant advances in meteorological monitoring

systems and NWP models in recent years, accurate forecasting

of convective storms and the associated impacts, such as high runoff

and resulting destructive flooding, remains a significant challenge.

The limited prediction capability is partially due to the complex

interactions of various processes leading to the formation and

development of convective cells and their impacts. The relevant

processes are usually not fully covered or resolved over a sufficiently

large range of scales by operationally available observations. The

Swabian MOSES field campaign offers a major advance in our

observational capacities by synergistically combining a broad range

of state-of-the-art in situ and remote sensing instruments.

The campaign was conducted between May and September

2021 in the Neckar Valley and over the Swabian Jura in

southwestern Germany, a major hot spot of severe convective

storms. Participation of research institutes from different

disciplines additionally created synergy in deploying equipment

and personnel. It also promotes a gain of scientific knowledge,

especially via improved observation and understanding of the event

chain associated with convective storms. The overall cross-

disciplinary observation strategy presented in this paper provides

new ways of creating an integrative and scale-bridging

understanding of event chains. It provides a blueprint for future

investigations of hydro-meteorological extremes that rely on short-

term responses, such as convective storms. The comprehensive data

set from the campaign allows us to conduct individual detailed

process studies and scrutinize and better understand the cross-scale

process interactions and the entire associated event chain.

This paper has given a broad overview of the Swabian

MOSES 2021 campaign, including a description of the

observation strategy and the instruments involved.

Observational highlights have been presented for two IOPs,

during which both organized and unorganized convective

storms occurred. A focus was placed on the application and

testing of new instruments and/or observation techniques, such

as the CRNS-rover used to estimate soil moisture over a range of

several hundred meters, the airborne Doppler lidar system to

provide evidence of low-level convergence zones and the relation

to convection triggering, the infrasound detector used to observe

how these waves are emitted from thunderstorms, or the

swarmsonde deployment to obtain high temporal resolution

vertical atmospheric profiles.

Following the successful measurement campaign and the post-

processing of the different observation datasets, these are currently

being analyzed for specific questions on individual processes and

mechanisms as well as for cross-compartment considerations in the

sense of the event chain. In order to make the best use of synergies

from the collaboration of the different disciplines, four thematically-

oriented working groups have been established for further analyses:

1) Atmospheric Dynamics, Convection, and Modeling; 2)

Atmospheric Dynamics and Aerosols, 3) Exchange Processes

Land-Atmosphere; and 4) Surface Waters. The analyses of the

measured data obtained during Swabian MOSES are

supplemented by numerical model simulations to further close

the gap to processes that are not observed or cannot be

monitored. For example, aerosol measurements are combined

with both meteorological observations (e.g., radar, soundings)

and DWD/KIT’s ICON-ART numerical weather prediction

(NWP) model (Rieger et al., 2015) to better understand how

aerosol particles - particularly mineral dust – determines the

development of convective clouds and precipitation. High-

resolution NWP model simulation will be used to investigate

when and why precipitation forecasts have sometimes been

particularly inaccurate, and how prevailing ambient conditions at

different scales determine forecast skill. Near-surface flow

convergences, which are hypothesized of being responsible for

the increased number of convective storms in the study area, are

currently inferred from the combination of lidar-observed wind

profiles and thunderstorm tracks determined by applying a cell

tracking algorithm to all cells over the entire campaign. The objective

here is to assess the importance of flow convergence for

thunderstorm development relative to thermodynamic factors.

Soil moisture observations collected with CRNS and in-situ

sensors will be used to evaluate the aircraft F-SAR sensor,

inverting the latter to soil moisture information products. In this

context, models will be extended for soil moisture estimation under

the vegetation cover, which is currently not the case. These are a few

examples of current and future research that will also be published in

the near future. In addition, a special data paper with expandedmeta

data and links to data archives is in preparation.

Building on the successes of our 2021 Swabian MOSES

campaign and the lessons learned, the project team is

currently planning a second campaign for summer 2023 in

the same region. While the overall strategy, approach and

scientific objectives remain largely unchanged, the campaign

will be extended and adapted to address the issues of the
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diverse participants. New topics currently being discussed and

planned include the following:

a) Improving the linkages between observations and numerical

modelling using the data assimilation capabilities of DWD;

moreover, combining aerosols (lidar) and cloud (radar)

measurements with dedicated cloud-resolving models

(ICON) will allow us to better constrain the reasons for the

differences betweenpredicted andobserved stormdevelopment

(including influence of Saharan dust on convection);

b) Inclusion of impact-based forecasting for the different

convective perils in the decision on potentially interesting

situations;

c) Enhancement of the interaction and dialog with authorities

and agencies of federal, state and local level to better address

their specific needs;

d) Involvement of the public via citizen science

(e.g.,participation in the collection of data, exchange of

knowledge and scientific experience);

e) Adding research operations focusing on urban areas;

f) Integrating new partners (e.g., the Collaborative Research

Center 301, “The tropopause region in a changing

atmosphere,” with possible additional aircraft measurements);

g) Integrating new instruments, such as ground-based water

vapor lidars and a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) station network, gravimetric

methods to monitor total water in the soil and ground, drone-

based observations, KITsonde dropsondes, and a prototype of

a new airborne lidar;

h) Improving instruments that functioned suboptimally in

2021 and other operation modes, such as hail trajectory

observations using swarmsondes and further development

of the infrasound sensor into at least a bistatic setup to

provide azimuthal information.

Depending on the meteorological conditions, the

2023 campaign will provide additional data on intense

convection and sufficiently long, warm and dry periods to

examine multiple aspects of heat waves and drought.
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